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A Robust Baseband Transceiver Design for

Doubly-Dispersive Channels
Roberto Bomfin, Graduate Student Member, IEEE, Marwa Chafii, Member, IEEE, Ahmad Nimr, Member, IEEE,

and Gerhard Fettweis, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—In this paper, we investigate three different concepts
for robust link-level performance under doubly-dispersive wire-
less channels, namely, i) channel estimation, ii) cyclic prefix (CP)-
free transmission, and iii) waveform design. We employ a unique
word-based channel estimation, where we decouple the channel
related errors into channel estimation error (CEE) and Doppler
error (DE). Then, we show that a trade-off between CEE and DE
emerges in the frame design, where the system can be optimized
to achieve the minimum composite channel error. Another strat-
egy to improve the link-level performance is to suppress the CP
of the sub-blocks. This allows for better channel estimation due
to the reduced transmission time, with the penalty of requiring
the CP-restoration processing at the receiver. Furthermore, we
propose the waveform design based on the equal-reliability
criterion (ERC), leading to the block multiplexing-orthogonal
chirp division multiplexing (BM-OCDM). This waveform is
advantageous in the CP-free transmission mode, where the data
symbols have equally distributed interference from adjacent
sub-blocks. Our framework is a generalization of the recently
proposed orthogonal time frequency space (OTFS), which fails
to achieve the ERC. The link-level simulations show that at
high modulation and coding scheme, the proposed BM-OCDM
provides superior link-level performance than OTFS.

Index Terms—Channel estimation; Iterative receiver; OCDM;
OTFS; Doubly-dispersive channel

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern mobile communication systems have adopted or-

thogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) as the main

modulation scheme due to its low-complexity implementation

for frequency-selective channels. The cyclic prefix (CP) ad-

dition in the time domain allows one tap equalization in the

frequency domain, which facilitates the receiver implemen-

tation. Additionally, OFDM can be employed in multiple-

input multiple-output (MIMO) schemes with relatively low

complexity. Therefore, OFDM is used in the Long-Term Evo-

lution (LTE) mobile wireless standard and remains the main

waveform for the 5th generation (5G) mobile systems [1], [2].

On the other hand, the drawbacks of OFDM are well known

and are still investigated by the research community. For in-

stance, one major OFDM issue is its sensitivity to time-varying

channels. That is, when the channel changes considerably
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during an OFDM transmission block, the orthogonality among

subcarriers is broken and the system performance is decreased

considerably. This phenomenon is significant when the OFDM

transmission block exceeds the channel coherence time. In ad-

dition, it is known that one-tap equalization allowed by OFDM

comes at the cost of reduced performance. Based on that, al-

though OFDM is very appealing complexity-wise, the authors

in [3] have shown that single-carrier (SC) waveforms provide

higher spectral efficiency than OFDM for frequency-selective

channels, using BPSK or QPSK. For higher modulation orders,

such as 16-QAM and 32-QAM, numerical simulations also

indicate superior performance of SC in terms of information

rate. Furthermore, we have shown in [4] that the system

performance is optimal, when the data symbols experience

the same channel gain, under the assumptions that i) channel

state information (CSI) is only available at the receiver, and

ii) an iterative equalizer with perfect feedback is used. The

latter condition has been demonstrated numerically in [5] for

the orthogonal chirp division multiplexing (OCDM) waveform

under frequency-selective channels, and in [3] for SC. The

spreading concept has recently been used for doubly-dispersive

channels. A novel modulation scheme called orthogonal time

frequency space (OTFS) has been proposed in [6], where the

data symbols are modulated in the delay-Doppler domain [7].

Also, the works [8], [9] have investigated waveforms with

equal-gain and iterative equalization. In particular, it has been

shown that Walsh-Hadamard (WH) waveform spreads overall

time and frequency resources, ultimately achieving the same

performance as OTFS. More recently, we have proposed a

sparse WH waveform in [10], where we have shown that the

equal-gain is achieved with sparse spreading, which can be

implemented with lower complexity. In summary, our results

in [4], [5], [10] and the analysis of [8], [9] are complementary

approaches that lead to the same conclusion: data symbols

should experience the same channel gain to maximize perfor-

mance. In this paper, we denote this condition as equal gain

criterion (EGC).

Another important aspect for a realistic analysis of transmis-

sion under doubly-dispersive channels is channel estimation.

In this paper, we consider a unique word (UW) based channel

estimation scheme [11], [12], which is easily extended to

MIMO and has smaller overhead than pilot-based channel

estimation. Originally, the idea of the UW channel estimation

refers to replacing the CP in the data block by a known

sequence, where the UW is transmitted before and after the

data block. However, we also consider the case where the CP

can be included in the data block. This can be interpreted
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as a generalization of the pilot block channel estimation of

[13], because our UW has flexible length. In this paper, we

show that the system is impaired by two channel related errors,

namely, channel estimation error and Doppler spread. A trade-

off between this two errors is established, where a frame

optimization tool is proposed to minimize the overall channel

related errors.

Lastly, in [14] we have proposed an iterative receiver for CP-

free transmission under frequency-selective channels, which

can be applied to systems under doubly-dispersive channels.

Basically, the CP-free system reduces the overall transmission

time when the frame is composed of multiple sub-blocks,

which consequently improves the UW or pilot block based

channel estimation. The drawback of this technique is the ad-

ditional interference introduced among the sub-blocks, which

is tackled by the CP-Restoration procedure. In [12], we have

also considered CP-free transmission with full CP-Restoration

of [15]. However, we have demonstrated that this solution

provides inferior performance than the scheme of [14]. In

this paper, we show that the CP-free transmission has superior

performance than conventional CP systems.

Lastly, based on the EGC for the system with CP, we

provide a waveform design for the CP-free condition. In this

case, the data symbols experience the same channel gain

and same interference level. This is called equal reliability

condition (ERC), as it is a generalization of EGC when the

data symbols suffer from localized interference. We show that

the ERC is achieved by the block multiplexing (BM)-OCDM

waveform.

In this paper, we consider the aforementioned ideas under

the same framework in order to provide a robust transmis-

sion scheme for doubly-dispersive channels. Accordingly, the

contributions are listed in the following.

• We provide a theoretical tool to optimize the transmitted

frame. We extend the work of [13] by considering the

Doppler error caused by the time varying channel within

one data block, while [13] assumes that the channel

is static during one data block transmission. Thus, we

establish a trade-off between CEE and DE. We provide

the theoretical expressions for these errors which are

useful for two reasons: i) we can minimize the composite

channel error by setting the correct frame structure, i.e.,

the amount of sub-blocks utilized for data transmission,

and ii) the knowledge of these errors is required by the

equalizer.

• We extend the idea of our CP-free concept in [14] by

considering realistic channel estimation. We demonstrate

that in highly time-variant channels, it is advantageous

to not include CPs in the data sub-blocks, yielding to

improved channel estimation and hence, improved link

level performance.

• We consider waveform design in conjunction with the

CP-free transmission. The findings of [4]–[6], [13] show

that spreading symbols over time and frequency provides

robust link level performance due to equal channel gains

experienced by the symbols. However, if we transmit the

data without CP, there is interference from the adjacent

sub-blocks. Therefore, in addition to the equal-gain, we

should also aim for this interference to be equally dis-

tributed among the data symbols. This principle, referred

as ERC, is achieved by multiplexing OCDM modulation

to achieve perfect time and frequency spreading.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section

II, we provide a high-level description of the system model.

In Section III, we describe the channel estimation approach

and define frame optimization problem. Section IV presents

the waveform design for CP-free transmission based on the

ERC. Section V defines the LMMSE-PIC iterative equalizer

and its low-complexity implementation. In Section VI, we

present our numerical evaluations, and we conclude the paper

in Section VII.

Notations: Unless otherwise stated, vectors are defined

with lowercase bold symbols x whose n-th element is (x)n.

Matrices are written as uppercase bold symbols X whose

element in n-th row and n′-th column is (X)n,n′ . If x0 and

x1 are two vectors of same size, the product x0 ◦ x1 and

the division x0/x1 are performed element-wise returning a

vector of the same size as x0 and x1. We consider the special

matrices, i) FK is the normalized Fourier matrix of size K, ii)

IK is the identity matrix of size K, iii) 0N0,N1
is a zero matrix

of size N0 ×N1, iv) 1N is a column vector of ones with size

N . We consider the special functions, i) Tr (X) is the trace of

X, ii) diag (X) returns a column vector whose elements are

the diagonal of X, iii) δ[n] = 1 for n = 0 and zero otherwise,

iv) shiftN0,N1
{X} performs a circular shift over the rows and

columns of X by and amount of N0 and N1, respectively. XT

and XH returns the transpose and complex conjugate of X,

respectively. Finally, E {·} stands for the expectation operator.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Transmitter

Consider a bit-interleaved coded modulation system, where

a vector of information bits b ∈ {0, 1}Nb is encoded gen-

erating the coded bit stream c ∈ {0, 1}Nc , being Nb and

Nc the amount of uncoded and coded bits, respectively. In

the sequence, the coded bits c are interleaved and mapped

onto a quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) constellation

set S with QAM order |S| = J . As such, the data vector

d ∈ SN is generated, where N = Nc/(log2 J) is the amount

of symbols per transmission with E
{

ddH
}

= IN . The data

vector is linearly modulated as x = Ad, which can be

reformulated as a concatenation of M sub-blocks with size K
as x = (xT

0 ,x
T
1 , · · · ,x

T
M−1)

T, for xm = [x]
(m+1)K
n=mK+1 ∈ C

K ,

such that N = KM . Moreover, A ∈ C
N×N is regarded as

the linear modulation matrix. A detailed structure of A and its

implications in the CP and CP-free transmission under doubly

dispersive channel are discussed in Section IV.

In this paper, a UW-based channel estimation approach [16],

[17] is considered, where the deterministic UW signal is al-

ways transmitted before and after the data blocks. In addition,

we consider two different transmission modes, namely, with

and without the addition of a CP before each sub-block xm.

Throughout this paper, we will denote the transmission without

CP as CP-free. For transmission with CP, the sub-blocks xm

are modified as x̃m = (
[

xT
m

]N

n=N−NCP+1
,xT

m)T, where NCP
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the receiver.

is greater than the number of the channel taps. The CP-free

system is obtained by making NCP = 0. The transmitted

signal including the UW for the two transmission modes is

determined as

xframe = (xT
UW, x̃T

0 , · · · , x̃
T
M−1,x

T
UW)T, (1)

where the UW signal is defined by the Zadoff-Chu

(ZC) sequence xUW[n] = exp(jπn2/NUW), for

n = −NCPuw
, · · · , NUW − 1. This signal is commonly

used for channel estimation [13], [17]. Note that xUW has

a length of NCPuw
+ NUW regardless of the transmission

mode, and it is different from the size of xm in general. If

NUW = NCPuw
, the UWs become equivalent to the sequences

employed in [16].

B. Doubly-Dispersive Wireless Channels

In this work, we consider a doubly selective wireless

channel whose impulse response at the n-th time index is

hn = (hn,0, hn,1, · · · , hn,L−1)
T, (2)

where hn,l is a complex Gaussian process stationary with

respect to (w.r.t.) n and uncorrelated w.r.t. l, with a Rayleigh-

distributed envelope and uniformly distributed phase between

0 and 2π. The variable L denotes the channel length. We

model the l-th path as a random process with the correlation

function given by

E
{

hn,lh
H
n′,l′

}

=

{

ρlΥ(n− n′) , l = l′

0 , l 6= l′
(3)

which is based on the well known Clarke’s model [18] with

following correlation

Υ(∆n) = J0

(

2π∆nfd
B

)

, (4)

where J0 (·) is the zero-th order Bessel function of the first

kind, B is the bandwidth, fd = fcv/c is the maximum Doppler

spread which depends on the speed difference v between

transmitter and receiver, the speed of light c and the carrier

frequency fc. Also, we implicitly assume no correlation among

the channel taps and ρl model the power of the l-th path

according to a given power delay profile.

C. Receiver Structure

The receiver structure is depicted in Figure 1. The signals

generated by the Split block are defined later on in this section.

The Channel Estimation block is explained in Section III. The

block MMSE Equal. and CP-Rest. is described in V. The

blocks Soft Demapper and Soft Mapper are taken from [5].

Finally, the SISO Dec. block is based on the Log-MAP BCJR

SISO Decoder.

Under the simplifying assumption of perfect synchroniza-

tion, the discrete-time received signal is given by

ỹ[n] =

L−1
∑

l=0

hn[l]xframe[n− l] + w̃[n], (5)

where w ∼ CN (0, σ2I) is the additive white Gaussian noise

with variance σ2. The receiver splits ỹ into two parts, namely,

the respective UW signals and the data signals. The former is

forwarded to the channel estimation block, which is discussed

in Section III. The latter is sent to the MMSE equalizer block,

which is discussed in Section V. Then, the first and last UWs

are respectively extracted from ỹ as follows

yUW0
= [ỹ]

NCPuw+NUW−1
n=NCPuw

= HUW0
xUW +wUW0

, (6)

and

yUW1
= [ỹ]

NCPuw+NUW−1+∆UW

n=NCPuw+∆UW
= HUW1

xUW +wUW1
,
(7)

where ∆UW = NCPUW
+NUW+M(K+NCP) is the amount

of samples between the consecutive UWs. The vectors wUW0

and wUW1
correspond to the respective AWGN terms of the

first and last UWs. The channel matrices operating on the UWs

are filled with the channel coefficients as

HUWu
= H̃(NCPUW

+ u∆UW, NUW), (8)

where the matrix H̃(nini, NUW) ∈ C
NUW×NUW is defined in

(9) in the bottom of next page, and is a quasi-circulant1 chan-

nel matrix due to CP insertion. The quantity nini represents

the initial channel sample and T = NUW in (9) is due to the

UW length. Additionally, we denote u = 0 for the first UW,

and u = 1 for the last UW.

1By quasi-circulant, we mean that the channel has similar structure as a
circulant matrix due to the CP-insertion. However, due to the time-varying

nature of the channel’s impulse response, H̃(nini, T ) is not a perfect circulant
matrix in general.
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Similarly, the samples related to the m-th sub-block are

extracted from ỹ as

ym = [ỹ]
Ninim+K

n=Ninim
, (10)

where the initial sample of the received m-th block is defined

as Ninim = NCPuw
+ NUW + NCP + m(NCP + K). In the

following, we define the received signal for the CP and CP-

free transmission.

1) CP: For the transmission with CP, the received signal

can be formulated as

ỹCPm
= Hmxm +wm, (11)

where Hm = H̃(Ninim ,K) ∈ C
K×K and the CP removal at

the receiver side is performed.

2) CP-free: For CP-free transmission, the channel matrix

can be written as

(H̃)n,n′ =

{

(Hm)n,n′ , n ≥ n′

0, n < n′
, (12)

with zeros in the upper triangular components. Then, the

received samples for the m-th sub-block are [14]

ỹm = H̃mxm + (Hm−1 − H̃m−1)xm−1 +wm, (13)

where the component (Hm−1 − H̃m−1)xm−1 represents the

interference from the (m− 1)th sub-block.

III. CHANNEL ESTIMATION AND FRAME OPTIMIZATION

The channel estimation for doubly dispersive channels con-

sidered in this paper is an extension of the one provided in

[13] in two ways. Firstly, we consider a reduced size pair of

UWs as our pilot blocks, while [13] considers an entire pilot

block for channel estimation, which can be energy inefficient

and can produce higher errors because the estimated channel

per UW is more susceptible to inter carrier interference (ICI)

cause by the Doppler spread, which is mitigated by reducing

the UW size. Secondly, our model considers that the channel is

also varying within one data block, whereas [13] assumes that

the channel remains static for the duration of each data block.

This second extension is decisive for deriving a framework for

the design of a more robust frame structure in highly time-

selective channels.

A. LS-based Frequency Domain Channel Estimation

Since the equalizers used in this paper perform the equaliza-

tion in the frequency domain (FD), we consider FD channel

estimation. In short, we estimate the frequency response of

the channel for both UWs using the least-square method,

similarly to [13]. Then, the frequency components of these

estimates are interpolated in order to provide a channel esti-

mation for the data blocks. Initially, the UWs’ channels in FD

Λ̂′
UWu

∈ C
NUW are estimated as the element-wise division

Λ̂′
UWu

=
YUWu

XUW
, (14)

where u = 0 and u = 1 denote the first and last UWs,

respectively. YUWu
∈ C

NUW = FNUW
yUWu

is the received

UW signals defined in (6) and (7) transformed to the FD.

Similarly, XUW = FNUW
xUW ∈ C

NUW transmitted UW

signal in FD.

Subsequently, we perform two operations on Λ̂′
UWu

. Ini-

tially, we filter this estimate in time domain, such that the

channel samples beyond L are nullified and the mean squared

error is reduced [13]. After that, we set the size of the resulting

matrix to match the same length K as the data sub-blocks,

such that we can use these estimates in the FD equalization.

These two operations are mathematically described as

Λ̂UWu
= FK

(

D
(

FH
NUW

Λ̂′
UWu

))

, (15)

resulting in Λ̂UWu
∈ C

K . We first perform an NUW-sized

IFFT in the inner parenthesis. Then we filter the resulting time

domain channel estimate with the matrix D

D =

[

IL 0L,L−NUW

0N−L,L 0N−L,L−NUW

]

, (16)

which achieves the two aforementioned required operations:

i) time filtering with an L-sized window, and ii) appending

zeros to the time domain estimate to force a column vector of

size K. Finally, a K-sized FFT is performed in (8) to bring

the estimate to FD. As in [13], we estimate the k-th frequency

point of the m-th data block as a linear combination of the

estimated channel for both UWs2

(Λ̂m)k,k = Cm,kP̂k (17)

2Note that for notational simplicity, we define the UW related channels

Λ̂
′

UWu
and Λ̂UWu

as vector quantities. Hereafter, we consider the channel

estimates in FD as matrices.

H̃(nini, T ) =









































hnini,0 0 · · · hnini,L−2 · · · hnini,2 hnini,1

hnini+1,1 hnini+1,0
. . . 0

. . .
. . . hnini+1,2

... hnini+2,1
. . .

. . . hnini+L−1,L−2

...

hnini+L,L−1
. . .

. . . 0 hnini+L,L−2

0 hnini+L+1,L−1
. . . 0

... 0
. . .

. . .
...

. . . hnini+T−2,L−1
. . . hnini+T−2,1 hnini+T−2,0

0 0 hnini+T−1,L−1 · · · hnini+T−1,1 hnini+T−1,0









































(9)
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for all m = 0, · · · ,M − 1 and k = 0, · · ·K − 1, where

the off-diagonal elements of Λ̂m are zero in order to allow

a simple one tap equalization in FD. Also, the column vector

P̂k =
(

(Λ̂UW0
)k, (Λ̂UW1

)k

)T

contains the estimated channel

of both UWs for the k-th frequency component, and the row

vector Cm,k = (C0
m,k, C

1
m,k) contains the linear interpolation

coefficients, which are computed such that the error σ2
CEm,k

=

E

{

|(Λ̂m)k,k − (Λm)k,k|
2
}

is minimized. The closed form

solution for Cm,k is derived in the Appendix A and is

given in equation (18). Finally, we highlight that this channel

estimation scheme allows a straightforward generalization to

MIMO similarly to [12], where shifted versions of the ZC

sequence can be used for different antennas. However, this is

out of the scope of this paper and is left for future work.

B. Channel Errors

In order to provide a systematic analysis on the channel

errors, we decouple the channel into two parts as

Λm = FKHmFH
K

= FKH̄mFH
K + FK(Hm − H̄m)FH

K

= Λ̄m + Λ̃m,

(19)

where Hm ∈ C
K×K is the quasi-circulant channel matrix of

the m-th sub-data block defined in (9), and H̄m ∈ C
K×K is

a perfect circulant matrix whose first column is the average

time-varying impulse response of Hm

(H̄m)n,0 =
1

K

K−1
∑

i=0

(Hm)(i+n)K ,i. (20)

for n = 0, · · · ,K − 1. As such, the term Λ̄m = FKH̄mFH
K

is diagonal and can be regarded as the static part of the

channel. On the other hand, Λ̃m = FK(Hm − H̄m)FH
K

is off-diagonal3, and can be interpreted as the time-variant

component of the channel, i.e., the ICI matrix caused by the

Doppler spread. Next, we show that the decomposition of (19)

is fundamental to understand the composite error caused by

channel estimation and Doppler spread.

The channel estimation in (17) can be expressed as Λ̂m =
Λm+Λem . In combination with (19), the channel error matrix

for the m-th sub-block Λem ∈ C
K×K can be decomposed as

Λem = Λ̂m −
(

Λ̄m + Λ̃m

)

= ΛCEEm
+ΛDEm

, (21)

in which Λ̄m + Λ̃m = Λm is the channel matrix in FD (19).

ΛCEEm
= (Λ̂m − Λ̄m) is the channel estimation error (CEE)

3We omit the proof due to lack of space. Based on the construction of FK ,
one can show that diag(FKHmF

H
K
) = diag(FKH̄mF

H
K
), which makes

Λ̃m to be off-diagonal.

matrix. Obviously, ΛCEEm
is diagonal because the channel

estimation matrix in (17) is also diagonal. Also, ΛDEm
=

−Λ̃m is the Doppler error (DE) matrix and is off-diagonal

due to (19).

The power related to the channel estimation error σ2
CEm,k

=

E
{

(ΛCEEm
ΛH

CEEm
)k,k

}

for the m-th sub-block and k-th

subcarrier is

σ2
CEm,k

= E
{

|(Λm)k,k|
2
}

− E

{

(Λm)k,kP̂
H
k

}

E

{

P̂kP̂
H
k

}−1

E

{

(Λm)k,kP̂
H
k

}H

,

(22)

where E
{

|(Λm)k,k|
2
}

= 1/K2
∑K−1

i=0

∑K−1
j=0 Υ(i− j) ∀ k,m

is demonstrated in Appendix B. The expectations in the second

line of (22) can be directly extracted from equation (18).

The power related to the Doppler spread is σ2
Dm,k

=

E
{

(ΛDEm
ΛH

DEm
)k,k

}

, and can be calculated according to

Appendix C as

σ2
Dm,k

= 1−
1

K2

K−1
∑

i=0

K−1
∑

i′=0

Υ(i− i′). (23)

C. Frame Optimization

According to the previous derivations, we observe that the

data signals are impaired by two different sources of errors,

namely, the CEE σ2
CEm,k

and the DE σ2
Dm,k

. Understanding

these two errors is very relevant, because they establish a

trade-off between the parameters K and M for the same

N = KM . For instance, by decreasing K, we can expect

σ2
Dm,k

to decrease because the time duration of each sub-

block will decrease, therefore the channel will be more static

during the transmission in a sub-block. However, when the

transmitter includes the CPs, it will increase the time distance

between the two UWs. Therefore, we can expect σ2
CEm,k

to increase. By defining the average CEE and DE respec-

tively as σ2
CECP

(M) = 1/(M ·K)
∑M−1

m=0

∑K−1
k=0 σ2

CEm,k
and

σ2
D(M) = 1/(M ·K)

∑M−1
m=0

∑K−1
k=0 σ2

Dm,k
, we can minimize

the compound error by choosing the appropriate pair {K,M}.

Therefore, the frame defined in (1) can be optimized by

resolving the minimization

min
M

σ2
CECP

(M) + σ2
D(M)

subject to KM = N
(24)

where KM = N is a fixed quantity and reflects the model

presented in Section II, in which the UW is sent before and

after the data signal of length N . In Section VI, we resolve

the minimization in (24) numerically. It is worth noticing that

the frame optimization for the CP systems presented in this

subsection is applicable regardless of the waveform because

Cm,k =
[

(

FKDUHS(m, 0)UDHFH
K

)

k,k

(

FKDUHS(m, 1)UDHFH
K

)

k,k

]T

×

[

(

FKDUHR(0, 0)UDHFH
K

)

k,k
+ L

N
σ2

(

FKDUHR(0, 1)UDHFH
K

)

k,k
(

FKDUHR(1, 0)UDHFH
K

)

k,k

(

FKDUHR(1, 1)UDHFH
K

)

k,k
+ L

N
σ2

]−1 (18)
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σ2
CECP

(M) + σ2
D(M) is independent of the modulation matrix.

Lastly, we highlight that optimizing the frame for the CP-free

system cannot be achieved by the approach of (24) because

the system is impaired with interference among sub-blocks. In

this case, besides setting K and M , the performance depends

on the capability of the receiver to remove this interference.

IV. WAVEFORM DESIGN FOR CP-FREE SYSTEM

In [14], we have suggested the employment of a CP-free

system under doubly dispersive channel, such that the channel

estimation is improved. Therefore, in this section we propose

a waveform design for the CP-free system, where the data

symbols experience the same channel gain and interference

level.

A. Block Multiplexing (BM) Structure

In this paper, the modulation matrix of Section II is defined

by the BM structure as

A = B⊗A′, (25)

where A′ ∈ C
K×K is regarded as the modulation matrix per

sub-block. In this paper, we name B ∈ C
M×M as the block

multiplexing (BM) matrix. We consider that A′ and B are

unitary matrices, which also makes A unitary. In addition, by

splitting the data vector dT into (dT
0 · · ·dT

M−1) with dm ∈
SK , we can write the m-th modulated sub-block as

xm =

M−1
∑

m′=0

(Bm,m′)A′dm′ . (26)

That is, (26) clearly shows that B multiplexes the signals

A′dm′ if |Bm,m′ |2 6= 0. Lastly, we highlight that the

formulation of (25) is relevant because it allows a clear

distinction in the roles of A′ and B in the context of EGC

and equal reliability criterion (ERC), for designing robust

communications systems.

B. Equal Gain Criterion (EGC)

As stated in [4], under the assumptions of CSI at the

receiver only and a perfect feedback equalization (PFE), we

have shown that the data symbols should experience the same

channel gain in order to maximize the system’s performance.

In this paper, we term this condition as EGC. For the matrix

of (25), a sufficient condition to guarantee the EGC is when

|(B ⊗A′
F)n,n′ |2 = 1/N for all (n, n′), which has also been

observed in [8]. The matrix A′
F = FKA′ represents the

modulation matrix per sub-block in FD. Clearly, the afore-

mentioned condition is respected if |(A′
F)k,k′ |2 = 1/K and

|(B)m,m′ |2 = 1/M for all (k, k′) and (m,m′), respectively.

In summary, the matrix A′ is responsible for spreading

the symbols in FD, while B is responsible for spreading the

symbols among the sub-blocks.

C. Equal Reliability Criterion (ERC)

For the transmission without CP, the data symbols suffer

from interference as shown in (13), where the m-th sub-blocks

is impaired by the interference term (Hm−1 − H̃m−1)xm−1

from the (m − 1)-th sub-block. Thus, in addition to the

equal-gain condition of [4], [14], it is expected that the most

robust system will also have the data symbols affected by an

equal level of interference, such that they are equally reliable,

leading to the ERC. Because the interference is localized

in time, the waveform should spread the symbols over time

at a sub-block level in order to guarantee an equal level

of interference to all symbols, which is attained by making

|(A)n,n′ |2 = 1/K for all (n, n′) in (25).

In this paper, we propose the BM-OCDM as a waveform

that achieves the ERC, which is configured with B = FM

and A′
OCDM = FH

KΓHFK in (25), where Γ ∈ C
N×N is a

diagonal matrix whose elements are given by exp
(

jπn2/K
)

for n = 0, · · · ,K − 1 [4], [19]. In FD, the OCDM per sub-

block is A′
OCDMF

= FKA′
OCDM = ΓHFK , which clearly

achieves the EGC per sub-block due to |(ΓHFK)k,k′ | for

all (k, k′). Essentially, OCDM in FD is the SC waveform

with phase rotation based on Γ. Lastly, the requirement

|(A′
OCDM)n,n′ |2 = 1/K for all (n, n′) is easily verified by

noticing that A′
OCDM is a circulant matrix whose first column

has the diagonal elements of Γ. Since BM-OCDM achieves

the ERC and equal interference level, it is therefore an equally

reliable waveform.

In the following, we provide an example to illustrate the

unbalanced interference pattern for the CP-free system at sub-

block level. We consider K = 8 and a channel with length

L = 4 samples and equal power taps with full CP-Restoration,

which consists of copying the first L−1 samples of the (m+
1)-th sub-block and adding them to the first L − 1 samples

of the m-th sub-block. With that, the received signal for the

m-th sub-block after the full CP-restoration is given by

ym = ỹm +Gỹm+1

= HmA′dm +H
p
m−1A

′dm−1

+GH̃n
m+1A

′dm+1 +wm +Gwm+1,

(27)

where (G)n,n = 1 for n ≤ L − 1 and zero for the

remaining indexes, and H
p
m−1 = (Hm−1 − H̃m−1) is

an upper triangular matrix based on (13). In (27), the

term H
p
m−1A

′dm−1 + Hn
m+1A

′dm+1 represents the inter-

ference from the adjacent sub-blocks and is localized in

time due to the fact that H
p
m−1 is upper triangular and G

only takes the first L − 1 samples of the block m + 1.

The interference power per sample is given by Σintm =

diag
(

E

{

H
p
m−1H

pH

m−1

}

+ E

{

GH̃m+1H̃
H
m+1G

})

, and is

shown in the left side of Figure 2, where the first L−1 samples

of the m-th sub-block are highly affected by the interference.

The right graph of Figure 2 compares the signal to interference

noise ratio (SINR) per data symbol for OCDM and SC

under a zero forcing equalization4, which is computed as

1K/diag(E
{

wZFw
H
ZF

}

). And the zero forcing noise is given

4The zero forcing equalizer is used here to make this example as simple
as possible. The effect shown in the right graph of Figure 2 is also valid for
other equalizers such as the MMSE of Section V.
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TABLE I
ERC: WAVEFORM CANDIDATES IN TIME AND FREQUENCY DOMAINS.

waveform FD, AF = B⊗ FH
KA′ TD, A = B⊗A′ EGC ERC

OFDM IM ⊗ IK IM ⊗ FK
H no no

SC IM ⊗ FK IM ⊗ IK no no

OCDM IM ⊗ ΓKFK IM ⊗ FH
KΓKFK no no

OTFS (BM-SC) FH
M ⊗ FK FH

M ⊗ IK yes no

BM-OCDM FH
M ⊗ ΓKFK FH

M ⊗ FH
KΓKFK yes yes
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Fig. 2. Example of equal interference level due to waveform time spreading.

by wZF = (HmA′)−1(Hp
m−1A

′dm−1 +GH̃n
m+1A

′dm+1 +
wm +Gwm+1). As expected, the SC waveform has different

SINR levels per symbols due to time localization, indicating

that they are not equally reliable. On the contrary, OCDM has

the same interference level for all symbols.

D. Waveform Candidates and Considerations

In this subsection, we discuss waveforms without CP, which

are based on the modulation described in equation (25). These

waveforms are listed in Table I.

In general, OFDM, SC and OCDM waveforms do not

achieve the EGC because the symbols are localized in time at a

sub-block level due to B = IM . By consequence they also do

not achieve the ERC. Due to frequency spreading of OCDM

and SC, they outperform OFDM. In relation to OCDM and

SC, one can expect that OCDM outperforms SC because the

interference pattern of adjacent sub-blocks in SC is unbalanced

as shown in Subsection IV-C, i.e., the initial symbols of a

given sub-block suffers most of the interference. On the other

hand, OTFS (BM-SC) achieves the EGC because the symbols

are also spread among the sub-blocks. However, for the same

reason as SC, OTFS also has unbalanced interference and fails

to achieve the ERC. In the OTFS case, although the symbols

are spread among the sub-blocks, they are semi-localized in

the time domain due to A′ = IK as shown in Table I. In

the case of BM-OCDM, it achieves the EGC because the

symbols are spread in frequency and also multiplexed among

the sub-blocks. And it also attains the ERC because their

data symbols are equally affected by the interference from the

adjacent sub-blocks, due to time spreading. Since BM-OCDM

is the only waveform that attains both ERC and EGC, it is

expected to provide the best performance under the CP-free

transmission scheme, that is eventually demonstrated by the

numerical evaluation in Section VI.

V. CP-RESTORATION AND EQUALIZATION

We employ a similar receiver structure as in [5], [14]. In the

following, we focus on the CP-Restoration and equalization

employed in this work. The reader can find additional infor-

mation in [5], [14], [20], [21] for the remaining receiver’s

components, namely, soft demapper, SISO decoder and soft

mapper. In the subsequent derivations, we use µ
a
d
∈ C

N as

the a-priori mean of the data and Σa
d
∈ C

N×N as the diagonal

a-priori error variance of the data [5]. At the receiver’s initial

step, we set µa
d
= 0N and Σa

d
= IN .

A. CP-Restoration

This operation is needed only for CP-free transmission and

consists of copying the overlapping samples between the m-

th and (m + 1)-th sub-blocks. In this paper, we employ the

partial CP-restoration method of [14], where the samples of

the (m+ 1)-th sub-block are weighted and then added to the

beginning of the m-th sub-block, in a way that the interference

noise level is minimized by properly computing the weighting

coefficients. Hence,

ym =

{

ỹm +Gmỹm+1, 0 ≤ m ≤ M − 2

ỹm +GmỹUW1
, m = M − 1

, (28)

where Gm ∈ R
K×K
≥0 is the diagonal restoration matrix whose

elements are derived in [14] as

(Gm)n,n =

(Ĥp
m)n,∗Σ

a
xm

(Ĥp
m)Hn,∗

(Ĥp
m)n,∗Σ

a
xm

(Ĥp
m)Hn,∗+(Ĥm)n,∗Σ

a
xm+1

(Ĥm)Hn,∗+σ2
.

(29)

for 0 ≤ m ≤ M − 2. For the last sub-block m = M − 1, we

just set Σa
xm+1

in (29) to zero because that represents perfect
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knowledge of the next signal, which is the UW sequence. In

general, Σa
xm

∈ R
K×K is a diagonal matrix whose elements

are given by (Σa
xm

)n,n = (AΣa
d
AH)n+mK+1,n+mK+1, for

n = 0, · · · ,K − 1, and represents the error variance of the

m-th sub-block signal. In addition, we consider the estimated

channel matrix in (29) as (Ĥm)n,n′ = ĥm[(n − n′)K ] for

n, n′ = 0, · · · ,K−1, where ĥm = FHdiag(Λ̂m) ∈ C
K is the

estimated channel in time domain, and (Ĥp
m)n,n′ = (Ĥm)n,n′

for n < n′ and zero otherwise. Notice that Ĥp
m is an upper

triangular matrix and represents the channel interference from

the previous sub-block in relation to the m-th sub-block [14].

B. MMSE-PIC Equalizer

In this subsection, we develop the generic component-wise

conditionally unbiased (CWCU) minimum mean squared error

with parallel interference cancellation (MMSE-PIC) receivers

for any modulation matrix A, considering the estimated

channel with the errors defined in (22) and (23). We start

by the CP-free transmission and follow similar steps as in

[14]. We first define the received signal in FD as Y =
((Fỹ0)

T, · · · , (FỹM−1)
T)T ∈ C

N , which is a column vector

whose elements are the concatenation of all received sub-

blocks in FD. More precisely, we can write Y as

Y = ΛAFd+WCPR +W

= Λ̂X−ΛeX+WCPR +W
(30)

where AF = (IM ⊗ FK)A is the FD modulation matrix per

sub-block. Also, we define X = AFd as the transmitted signal

in FD per sub-block to keep the notation more compact. W is

the FD noise per sub-block with power σ2. The term WCPR =
(

WT
CPR0

, · · · ,WT
CPRM−1

)T

represents the concatenated FD

interference after the CP restoration process, and the right most

part of the last equation has decoupled the channel matrix Λ =
Λ̂−Λe, where diag(Λ̂) = (diag(Λ̂0)

T, · · · , diag(Λ̂M−1)
T)T

is the diagonal of estimated channel matrix, whose elements

are obtained by concatenating the channel estimates in (17).

The error matrix is obtained by concatenating the matrices of

(21) as

Λe =









Λe0

. . .

ΛeM−1









. (31)

In the system model of (30), the channel error terms have a

covariance matrix equal to

(ΣCH)k,k = (E
{

ΛeXXHΛH
e

}

)k,k = (ΣCE)k,k + (ΣD)k,k
(32)

for k = 0, · · · , N − 1, with its off-diagonal elements

equal to zero. The channel estimation error and

Doppler error matrices are diagonal with elements

respectively given by (22) and (23), resulting in

diag(ΣCE) = (σ2
CE0,0

, σ2
CE0,1

, · · · , σ2
CEM−1,K−1

)T and

diag(ΣD) = (σ2
D0,0

, σ2
D0,1

, · · · , σ2
DM−1,K−1

)T. We highlight

that there are no cross terms between the channel estimation

and Doppler errors in (32), because their error matrices

(ΛCEEm
ΛH

DEm
)k,k = 0∀ k are diagonal and off-diagonal,

respectively. Also, we obtain the right most side of (32)

due to E
{

XXH
}

= IN . Finally, we remind the reader that

E
{

ΛeXXHΛH
e

}

is not diagonal in general. However, we

neglect the off-diagonal elements for the sake of simplicity

of the equalizer. This simplification is not expected to cause

a significant performance loss. In fact, we have shown in

[5] that taking the diagonal of the covariance matrix of (30)

in the MMSE equalizer does not result in performance loss,

which is the case of ΣCH defined in (32).

The interference per sub-block presented in (30) can be

approximated by

W̃CPRm
≈ FK

(

(Gm − I)Ĥp
mxm + Ĥpxm−1

+GmĤm+1xm+1 +wi +Gmwm+1

)

,

(33)

for 0 ≤ m ≤ M − 2. For m = M − 1, the term xm+1

is replaced by xUW and the noise wm+1 is replaced by

wUW1
. The approximation in (33) neglects the channel error

for simplicity. Again, it is expected that this simplification

does not cause significant performance loss, because it will

impact the computation of the interference power cause by

the CP-Restoration. Assuming that the non-zero components

of the estimated channel matrix Hp
m is of orders of magni-

tude larger than its corresponding channel error matrix, the

resulting interference power based on (33) should not deviate

considerably from the true value. Also, it follows that

E

{

W̃CPRm

}

≈

FK

(

(Gm−I)Ĥp
mµ

a
xm

+Ĥ
p
m−1µ

a
xm−1

+GmĤm+1µ
a
xm+1

)

(34)

For 0 ≤ m ≤ M − 2, and m = M − 1, the term µ
a
xm+1

is

replaced by xUW. Also, µa
xm

= [Aµ
a
d
]
(m+1)K−1
n=mN is the apriori

average sub-block in time domain. In addition, we calculate

the diagonal covariance matrix W̃m, in accordance with [14]

µ
p
d
= µ

a
d
+

AH
F Λ̂

H
(

Λ̂Σa
X
Λ̂H+ΣCH +ΣWCPR

+σ2IN

)−1 (

Y−Λ̂µ
a
X
−E {WCPR}

)

diag

(

AH
F Λ̂

H
(

Λ̂Σa
X
Λ̂H +ΣCH+ΣWCPR

+σ2IN

)−1

Λ̂AF

) (36)
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as
(

ΣWCPRm

)

k,k

≈
(

E

{

(WCPRm
−E{WCPRm

})(WCPRm
−E{WCPRm

})H
})

k,k

≈
(

FK

(

(Gm−I)Ĥp
mΣa

xm
ĤpH

m (Gm−I)+Ĥ
p
m−1Σ

a
xm−1

ĤpH

m

+GmĤm+1Σ
a
xm+1

Ĥ
pH

m+1Gm +G2
mσ2

)

FH
K

)

k,k
,

(35)

for k = 0, · · · ,K − 1. In the following, we incorporate the

mean and error variance of W̃m respectively as equation (36)

in the bottom of previous page and

Σ
p
d
= −diag (Σa

X
)

+
1N

diag

(

AH
F Λ̂

H
(

Λ̂Σa
X
Λ̂H+ΣCH+ΣWCPR

+σ2IN

)−1

Λ̂AF

),

(37)

where E {WCPR} = E

{

(WT
CPR0

, · · · ,WT
CPRM−1

)T
}

is the concatenated noise plus interfer-

ence of (34), and diag (ΣWCPR
) =

(diag(ΣWCPR0
)T, · · · , diag(ΣWCPRM−1

)T)T. In order

to avoid the N × N matrix inversion in (36) and (37), the

diagonal of the a-priori covariance matrix of the data in

frequency domain is taken as diag(Σa
X
) = diag(AFΣ

a
d
AH

F ),
with zeros in the off-diagonal elements. We have shown in

[5] that this simplification causes no performance loss.

Lastly, we highlight that the system with CP does not re-

quire the CP-Restoration procedure. In this case, the equalizer

is obtained by making E {WCPR} and diag (ΣWCPR
) equal

to zero.

C. Non-Iterative CP-Restoration

One possible simplification of the receiver described above

is to exclude the CP-restoration process in the MMSE-PIC

structure of (36) and (37), by setting E {WCPR} equal to

zero and thus avoiding the computational burden of (34).

In this case, diag (ΣWCPR
) should be computed only once.

Obviously, this simplification is expected to result in decreased

performance, which we evaluate in Section VI.

VI. NUMERICAL EVALUATION

A. Simulation Parameters

In this subsection, we present the general parameters used

in the numerical evaluation of subsections VI-B and VI-C.

The PDP on the extended vehicular-A (EVA) model [21],

with bandwidth of B = 4.32 MHz, resulting in the channel

length of L = 12 samples in (2). We assume fc = 5.9 GHz

as the center frequency, and a high mobility scenario with

relative speed between TX and RX of 350 km/hr, which has a

high maximum Doppler shift of fd = 1.92 kHz. The Doppler

shift normalized to the subcarrier spacing (SCS) is fdNorm
=

fd/(B/K). We define the energy overhead as the amount

of samples used for CP and UW divided by the amount of

samples of data, N , which for the CP and CP-free systems are

respectively computed as EohCP
= (NCPM+NUW+NCP)/N

TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF CHANNEL I, N = 288

M = 1 M = 2 M = 4 M = 6 M = 8

FFT size, K 288 144 72 48 36

fdNorm
0.1275 0.0637 0.0319 0.0212 0.0159

EohCP
0.25 0.32 0.46 0.6 0.74

TABLE III
PARAMETERS OF CHANNEL II, N = 576

M = 2 M = 4 M = 6 M = 8

FFT size, K 288 144 96 72

fdNorm
0.1275 0.0637 0.0425 0.0319

EohCP
0.16 0.23 0.3 0.37

and Eoh = (NCP+NUW)/N . Thus, considering unitary power

for the channel, the average energy per encoded symbols is

ES = 1 + EohCP
and ES = 1 + Eoh for CP and CP-free

systems, respectively. We set the CP size as NCP = 20 and

the UW size is NUW = 32. Finally, we define two set of

configurations, namely, Channel I for N = 288 and Channel

II for N = 576. The parameters of Channels I and II regarding

the normalized Doppler and energy overhead are summarized

in Tables (II) and (III).

The link level performance is assessed in terms of frame

error rate (FER). As in [4], [14], we employ an recursive

systematic convolutional (RSC) encoder with BCJR log-MAP

decoder with rate R = 1/2 and generating polynomial

{133, 171}8. A higher code rate of R = 3/4 is obtained by

puncturing 66% of the parity bits. For the CP-free systems,

we consider the schemes with and without iterative CP-

Restoration of Section V, which are named I× CP-Restoration

and 1×CP-Restoration, respectively. A maximum number of

iterations of the equalizer is set to I = 7. The energy per bit

is defined as Eb = ES/(R log2 J), where ES is the uncoded

symbol energy, with J = 4 and J = 16 for QPSK and 16-

QAM, respectively.

B. Frame Optimization and CP vs CP-free FER Comparison

The goals of this subsection are i) to validate the equations

(22) and (23) by comparing the averaged theoretical expres-

sions with simulation, ii) to demonstrate the frame optimiza-

tion by numerically minimizing the composite channel errors

in (24), and iii) to validate the employment of the CP-free

scheme by comparing it to the regular system with CP.

The first evaluation depicted in the top graph of Figure 3

compares the averaged CEE and DE of (24) against sim-

ulation the Channel I of Table II. As in (24), we denote

the averaged CEE and DE respectively as σ2
CECP

(M) =

1/(M · K)
∑M−1

m=0

∑K−1
k=0 σ2

CEm,k
and σ2

D(M) = 1/(M ·

K)
∑M−1

m=0

∑K−1
k=0 σ2

Dm,k
. The results show agreement be-

tween theory and experiment, therefore demonstrating that the

theoretical development of Section III is correct. Moreover,

M = 1 has the highest DE because fdNorm
= 0.1275 is highest

according to Table II. In this case, the sub-block transmission
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Fig. 3. Evaluation of errors. Left graph: comparison between CEE and DE
for Channel I. Right graph: composite channel error for Channels I and II.

takes the longest time, i.e., K = 288 samples. Thus, the

channel varies considerably throughout the data transmission

and causes high ICI. As we increase M , σ2
D(M) is decreased

as the transmission time of a sub-block also decreases. On the

other hand, making M larger increases the temporal distance

between the two UWs, because each sub-block has its own

CP, which results in an increase of σ2
CECP

(M), i.e., channel

estimation becomes less accurate.

The bottom graph of Figure 3 numerically computes the

minimization of σ2
CECP

(M) + σ2
D(M) over M as stated in

(24), where the highest ES/σ
2 points of the left graph are

considered. First, we observe that composite channel error

is a convex function, which is expected due to the trade-off

between σ2
CECP

(M) and σ2
D(M) that has been discussed in

the last paragraph and in Subsection III-C. Also, one observes

that M = 4 provides the lowest error for both channels I and

II, which therefore should provide the best FER performance

at this ES/σ
2 region.

In order to validate the result of the last paragraph in terms

of performance, the FER of CP-BM-OCDM with R = 1/2
is investigated for different values M , whose outcomes are

depicted in the top graph of Figure 4. In particular, the system

with M = 4 provides the best performance for the high SNR

region of the 16-QAM curves, as expected. For the QPSK

curves, the system with M = 2 and M = 4 have similar per-

formance, because the composite channel error in the smaller

SNR region is similar for both configurations. Therefore, one

should note that the modulation and coding scheme (MCS)

plays a role on the frame optimization because it dictates the

SNR region of operation. Furthermore, as we have mentioned

in Subsection III-C, the minimization approach of (24) is not

directly applicable to the CP-free transmission. Thus, in the

bottom graph of Figure 4 we compute the FER for BM-OCDM
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Fig. 4. FER evaluation of CP-BM-OCDM (CP) and BM-OCDM (CP-free)
with different M for Channel I.

without CP for different M , where the configuration M = 4
presents again the best performance for the high SNR region.

It is worth highlighting that this outcome is not assured to be

general, i.e., it is not possible to affirm that the best M for the

CP system is always the same for the CP-free system. A more

systematic investigation in this regard is necessary in order to

draw more general conclusions.

Lastly, we recall that the motivation in designing a CP-free

system is to improve the CE because the lack of CP reduces

the overall transmission time. For this purpose, the top and

middle graphs of Figure 5 compares the averaged CEE for

CP and CP-free systems, defined as σ2
CECP

(M) and σ2
CE(M),

respectively. As expected, the outcomes confirm that σ2
CE(M)

does not increase considerably with increasing M in relation to

σ2
CE(M). However, we highlight that the results of Figure 5

is not sufficient to determine the performance improvement

due to additional interference. Therefore, the bottom graph of

Figure 5 evaluates BM-OCDM with CP and without CP for

M = 4 under both Channels I and II. The CP-free system

employs the I×CP-Restoration receiver. The outcomes reveal

that the CP-free transmission provides better FER results under

both Channels I and II, indicating that the iterative receiver of

BM-OCDM can significantly reduce the interference power of
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(35). Also, we note that the improvement is more accentuated

for system under Channel II, which happens because this

configuration has a higher CEE. Thus, improving the channel

estimation by the CP-free system has a higher impact.

In summary, in this subsection we have demonstrated how

decoupling the channel errors into CEE and DE leads to the

frame optimization by adjusting K and M . In addition, we

have compared the channel errors for the CP and CP-free

systems, showing that the CE is indeed improved when the

CP-free system is employed. Lastly, we have validated the

employment of CP-free system in terms of FER , which has

shown superior performance than the respective CP system.

C. Waveform Comparison

In this subsection, the waveform candidates of Subsection

IV-D are compared for the CP-free systems. We consider the

systems with M = 4 for both Channels I and II, leading to

(K,M) = (72, 4) and (K,M) = (144, 4), respectively. The

remaining parameters are described in Subsection VI-A.

The left graphs of Figure 6 depict the results for the systems

employing the I×CP-Restoration receiver with R = 1/2
code rate. First of all, we observe the superior performance

of the spreading waveforms compared to OFDM due to the

spreading, which we have already reported in [4], [5]. Another

consideration to make is that Channel I is not time-selective

enough in order for BM-OCDM and OTFS to demonstrate

considerable improvement in relation to OCDM and SC.

Conversely, for Channel II, we observe that the BM waveforms

have a better performance compared to the conventional ones,

which can be explained by the fact that the channel is more

time-selective. In addition, the spreading waveforms provide

similar performance, where only a minor improvement of BM-

OCDM in relation to OTFS is observed for Channel II and 16-

QAM. This result indicates that the iterative CP-Restoration is

effective also for SC and OTFS. In other words, the decoder is

able to produce feedback soft bits which are accurate enough

to reconstruct the CP, such that the residual interference is

not significant to cause a large performance deviation between

BM-OCDM and OTFS. Since the decoder capability depends

on the code rate, the middle graphs of Figure 6 investigate the

performance of BM-OCDM and OTFS for R = 3/4 using the

iterative CP-Restoration, where the respective systems with

CP are evaluated as a benchmark. For Channel I, the QPSK

results behave differently from the 16-QAM. That is, the CP-

free system with QPSK outperforms the CP system, which

does not happen with the 16-QAM. As one could infer, this

outcome reveals that the MCS impacts the effectiveness of

the CP-Restoration method. In particular, this outcome can be

explained by the fact that a system with higher code rate has

a weaker code, meaning that the feedback from the decoder

is less accurate which negatively impacts the CP-Restoration.

For Channel II, a better performance of the CP-free system

for both QPSK and 16-QAM is observed. Due to the higher

residual interference, a perceptible performance gap between

BM-OCDM and OTFS is seen which is expected based on the

ERC of Section IV. Lastly, an impractical FER higher than

10−2 is observed for Channel II and 16-QAM. An obvious

approach to decrease the FER is to employ multiple antennas

for spatial diversity, which is proposed as future work.

Next, we analyze the right graphs of Figure 6, which show

the receiver without the iterative CP-Restoration. Firstly, the

OTFS system with QPSK perform similarly to BM-OCDM,

indicating that the residual interference is not high enough to

provoke a considerable performance gap with this MCS. This

outcome changes with 16-QAM. In this case, a significant

performance loss in OTFS is verified, showing that higher

MCS are more susceptible to the interference.
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Fig. 6. FER of waveforms without CP for the receiver with and without iterative CP-Restoration, for (K,M) = (72, 4).

In conclusion, this subsection has compared the proposed

BM-OCDM waveform with OTFS. The outcomes revealed

that BM-OCDM is advantageous against OTFS depending

on the MCS and receiver design. When the iterative CP-

Restoration receiver is employed with code rate R = 3/4,

the performance gap is noticed. For the non iterative CP-

Restoration, the performance gap is observed for 16-QAM.

VII. CONCLUSION

With the goal of providing a robust wireless communication

framework for highly doubly-dispersive channels, we have

jointly studied three different concepts, namely, i) channel

estimation, ii) transmission without CP among the sub-blocks

to improve channel estimation, and iii) waveform design based

on the equal reliability criterion. For the channel estimation

and frame design part, we provided a novel analysis for the

channel related errors where we can minimize the overall error

by using the correct number of sub-blocks. To this end, we

have decoupled the channel related errors in two parts, namely,

channel estimation error (CEE) and Doppler error (DE). We

have provided theoretical expressions for both errors and

established a trade-off that arises from the frame configuration.

For the numerical evaluation, we have used an optimized

frame setting with relative speed between transmitter and

receiver of 350 km/h and bandwidth B = 4.32 MHz for

EVA channel PDP. In addition, we have also considered CP-

free transmission in order to improve channel estimation at

the cost of extra signal processing to deal with the inter-

block interference. Furthermore, we have proposed a low-

complexity implementation, where the CP-restoration process

is not included in the iterative receiver. Lastly, we have

provided a waveform design based on the equal reliability

criterion (ERC) for the CP-free waveforms. That is, we have

proposed a waveform which spreads the symbols over all time

and frequency instances such that it not only targets the equal

channel gain condition due to time and frequency selectivity,

but also has equally distributed interference such that all

symbols experience the same interference level and are equally

reliable. We have shown that block multiplexing orthogonal

chirp division multiplexing (BM-OCDM) attains the ERC

and provides the best link-level performance in general. The

outcomes revealed that BM-OCDM is advantageous against

OTFS depending on the MCS and receiver design. When the

iterative CP-Restoration receiver is employed with code rate

R = 3/4, the performance gap is noticed. For the non iterative

CP-Restoration, the performance gap is observed for 16-QAM.

A natural follow-on from this work is to extend the schemes

to a MIMO setting. The channel estimation part can be easily

realized by considering shifted Zadoff-Chu sequences from

different antennas. Another aspect to be investigated is low-

complexity channel estimation, where our generic closed-

form model can serve as a benchmark for future research,

e.g., investigations on the performance loss of low-complexity

channel estimation schemes. Lastly, since in this paper a

perfect synchronized system has been assumed, the impact

of time and frequency offset in the performance is also

relevant for future work. In particular, time offset can impact

the effectiveness of the CP-Restoration process and penalizes

OTFS more than BM-OCDM.
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APPENDIX A

INTERPOLATION COEFFICIENTS Cm,k

We provide analytical solution to compute the coefficients

Cm,k in (18) based on the model of II-B. In general, the

solution for the coefficients under the MSE criterion are given

by [13]

Cm,k = E

{

(Λm)k,kP̂
H
k

}

E

{

P̂kP̂
H
k

}−1

. (38)

Therefore, we need to compute the expectations

E

{

P̂kP̂
H
k

}

and E

{

(Λm)k,kP̂
H
k

}

. Recalling that

P̂k =
(

(Λ̂UW0
)k, (Λ̂UW1

)k

)T

, one can directly observe that

E

{

P̂kP̂
H
k

}

=




E

{

|(Λ̂UW0
)k|

2
}

E

{

(Λ̂UW0
)k(Λ̂UW1

)Hk

}

E

{

(Λ̂UW1
)k(Λ̂UW0

)Hk

}

E

{

|(Λ̂UW0
)k|

2
}





(39)

has the power of the estimated k-th carrier of the channel

in its diagonal and the correlation between the two channels

estimated by the different UWs in the off diagonal. To solve

this equation in closed form, we rewrite the estimated UW

channel in (15) as

Λ̂UWu
= FKDU−1yUWu

= FKDU−1
(

H̃UWu
xUW +wUWu

)

,
(40)

where the inverse of the matrix U = FH
UWdiag {XUW}FUW

is essentially performing the operations of (14) and the inner

parenthesis of (15) at once for compactness. And the second

line of (40) is taken from equations (6) and (7). Finally, we

note that because X−1
UW = XH

UW, we have that U−1 = UH.

The general closed form solution for all elements of

E

{

P̂kP̂
H
k

}

is given in (41). The first line (a) is the correlation

matrix of the signal in (40) for an arbitrary combination of

u and u′, where the first and last UWs are represented by

the indexes 0 and 1, respectively. The line (b) follows by

considering that the expectation operator is restricted only

to the channel matrices and the AWGN noise is zero mean

and uncorrelated for u 6= u′, which is described by the use

of the delta function δ[·]. Also, the noise is uncorrelated to

the channel, thus there are no cross terms between the noise

and the channel. In line (c), solve the remaining expectation

operation with the matrix R(u, u′) ∈ C
NUW×NUW , given by

(R(u, u′))n,n′

(a)
= E

{

(

H̃UWu

)

n,∗
xUWxH

UW

(

H̃UWu′

)H

n′,∗

}

(b)
= Tr

{

(

xUWxH
UW

)

E

{

(

H̃UWu′

)H

n′,∗

(

H̃UWu

)

n,∗

}}

(c)
= Tr

{

(xUWxUW)
H
shiftn′,n {ΣHUW

(n− n′, u− u′)}
}

.

(42)

The line (a) is simply the equivalence taken from (41)(c).
Line (b) is obtained using the relation [22] E

{

v0Qv1
H
}

=
Tr

{

QE
{

vH
1 v0

}}

, where v0,v1 are zero-mean row random

vectors with size K and Q is a constant hermitian matrix with

size K × K. In the case of (42), xUWxH
UW is by definition

hermitian, thus we obtained the element (R(u, u′))n,n′ for all

n, n′ = 0, · · · , NUW − 1. Finally, in the line (c) of (42) we

have the term

ΣHUW
(∆n,∆u)













ρ0

0
. . .

ρ1













Υ(∆n +∆u∆UW),

(43)

whose entries depend on the channel’s PDP. One can easily

check this arrangement by taking the first row of the first UW

channel H̃UW0
from equations (8) and (9) as an example,

i.e., n = n′ = u = u′ = 0. In addition, the shiftn′,n {·}
operation is necessary to correct the channel coefficients’

positions in (43). For instance, if n = 0 and n′ = 1,

the correlation matrix will be the one of (43) with a row

shift by one position. Similarly, changing n will result in

column shift. Also, the correlation term Υ(∆n +∆u∆UW) =
Υ(n+u∆UW−(n′+u′∆UW)) takes into account the temporal

correlation between channel responses at the time indexes

n+u∆UW and n′+u′∆UW. Therefore, by plugging equation

(41) into (39), we have the solution in equation (44). Since

we are interested in the diagonal of (41), we take the element

(·)k,k Finally, the remaining noise term can be simplified to

σ2L/N such as in [13].

In order to compute E

{

(Λm)k,kP̂
H
k

}

, we note that

diag(Λm) = diag(FH̄mFH) is the averaged channel im-

pulse response in FD, as stated in Equation (19), where

H̄m ∈ C
K×K is a circulant matrix whose first column is the

E

{

Λ̂UWu
Λ̂H

UWu′

}

(a)
= E

{

FKDUH
(

H̃UWu
xUW +wUWu

)(

H̃UWu′
xUW +wUWu′

)H

UDHFH
K

}

(b)
= FKDUH

E

{

H̃UWu
xUWxH

UWH̃H
UWu′

}

UDHFH
K + FKDDHFH

Kσ2δ[u− u′]

(c)
= FKDUHR(u, u′)UDHFH

K + FKDDHFH
Kσ2δ[u− u′]

(41)

E

{

P̂kP̂
H
k

}

=

[

(

FKDUHR(0, 0)UDHFH
K

)

k,k
+ L

N
σ2

(

FKDUHR(0, 1)UDHFH
K

)

k,k
(

FKDUHR(1, 0)UDHFH
K

)

k,k

(

FKDUHR(1, 1)UDHFH
K

)

k,k
+ L

N
σ2

]

(44)
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averaged time-varying impulse response of Hm as in Equation

(20). Secondly, we approach this derivation by using a similar

mathematical procedure as (44), such have a solution in an

analogous format for simplicity. Therefore, we the averaged

channel response in the frequency domain related to the m-th

subblock as

diag(Λm) = (FK h̄m) = (FKDUHH̄′
mxUW), (45)

where h̄m = (H̄m)∗,0 is the averaged channel impulse

response, and the matrix H̄′
m ∈ C

NUW×NUW is a circulant

matrix whose first column is (H̄′
m)∗,0 = [h̄m]NUW−1

n=0 . Also,

one can observe that h̄m = DUH ˜̄HmxUW by considering that

the LS estimating matrix UH returns the exact channel in the

absence of noise. And the matrix D guarantee an K length

vector. We emphasize that writing diag(Λm) depending on the

UW in (45) is an strategy to provide a closed form solution

in an analogous manner to (44), such that we can reuse some

of the concepts considered in the previous subsection.

The correlation between the estimated channel of the u-th

UW with the averaged channel given in the rightmost part of

(45) is given in the equation (46). The line (b) of (46) is ob-

tained analogously to the derivation of equation (41). The only

term related to the AWGN that remains is its first moment,

which is zero. Thus, there is no AWGN term in (46). Moreover,

equation (46)(c) has the matrix S(m,u) ∈ C
NUW×NUW which

analogously to (42) is obtained as

(S(m,u))n,n′

= Tr
{(

xUWxH
UW

)

shiftn′,n

{

Σ̄HUW
(n′,m, u)

}}

,
(47)

where

Σ̄HUW
(n′,m, u)

=













ρ0

0
. . .

ρ1













1

N

N−1
∑

i=0

Υ(n′ + u∆u − (Ninim + i)).

(48)

The correlation coefficient in (48) considers the linear combi-

nation of all channel values present in the averaged channel

h̄m, with the channel response at the n′-th time index related

to the u-th UW. Ninim = NCPuw
+NUW+NCP+m(NCP+K)

is the starting channel sample for the m-th subblock. Thus, we

combine (47) with (46) and finally obtained the closed form

solution

E

{

(Λm)k,kP̂
H
k

}

=





E

{

(Λm)k,k(Λ̂
H
UW0

)k

}

E

{

(Λm)k,k(Λ̂
H
UW1

)k

}





T

=

[

(

FKDUHS(m, 0)UDHFH
K

)

k,k
(

FKDUHS(m, 1)UDHFH
K

)

k,k

]T

,

(49)

where we are interested in the diagonal terms of (46), thus we

take the elements (·)k,k.

APPENDIX B

POWER OF AVERAGED CHANNEL

In this appendix, we show that E
{

|(Λm)k,k|
2
}

=

1/K2
∑K−1

i=0

∑K−1
j=0 Υ(i − j) ∀ k,m. Firstly, we notice that

(Λm)k,k = (FH̄mFH)k,k as stated by Equation (19). Thus,

we can write

E
{

|(Λm)k,k|
2
}

=
(

FE
{

H̄mH̄H
m

}

FH
)

k,k
(50)

where the Fourier matrix are left outside the expectation

operator because it is a constant. Combining the last equation

with (20), we can solve the expectation as

(

E
{

H̄mH̄H
m

})

n,n′

=
1

K2

K−1
∑

i=0

K−1
∑

j=0

E

{

(Hm)(i+n)K ,i(Hm)H(j+n′)K ,j

}

=
1

K2

K−1
∑

i=0

K−1
∑

j=0

Υ(i− j)

(51)

for n = n′ and zero otherwise due to no correlation among

different taps in the channel’s impulse response (3). The mid

equation of (51) rewrites E
{

H̄mH̄H
m

}

with all cross terms

of the averaged impulse response. The temporal difference

among these cross terms results in the correlation factor of

the rightmost equality of (51). Then, we see that E
{

H̄mH̄H
m

}

is a diagonal matrix with equal elements because they are

independent of n. Therefore the Fourier matrices in (50) will

result in the identity matrix and can be neglected. Finally, (51)

does not depend on the index m, concluding this proof.

APPENDIX C

DOPPLER ERROR

Generally, by combining Equation (21) with (19), we can

define the Doppler σ2
Dm,k

= E
{

(ΛDEm
ΛH

DEm
)k,k

}

error

E

{

diag(Λm)Λ̂H
UWu

}

(a)
= E

{

FKDUHH̄′
mxUW

(

H̃UWu
xUW +wUWu

)H

UDHFH
K

}

(b)
= FKDUH

E

{

H̄′
mxUWxH

UWH̃H
UWu

}

UDHFH
K

(c)
= FKDUHS(m,u)UDHFH

K

(46)
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power as

σ2
Dm,k

=
(

E
{

F(Hm − H̄m)FH
})

k,k

=
(

F
(

E
{

HmHH
m

}

−2E
{

HmH̄H
m

}

+E
{

H̄mH̄H
m

})

FH
)

k,k

(52)

where E
{

HmHH
m

}

= I due to the assumption of
∑L−1

l=0 ρl =
1 in (3) and no intertap correlation. Moreover, E

{

H̄mH̄H
m

}

has been already computed in Equation (51). The remaining

expectation E
{

HmH̄H
m

}

is found analogously to (51) and is

given by

(E
{

HmH̄H
m

}

)n,n′ =
1

K

K−1
∑

i=0

Υ(i− n) (53)

for n = n′ and zero otherwise due the assumption of

no intertap correlation. Since the last expectation defines a

diagonal matrix, it follows that

diag
(

FE
{

HmH̄H
m

}

FH
)

=
1K

K
Tr

(

E
{

HmH̄H
m

})

=
1K

K

K−1
∑

n=0

1

K

K−1
∑

i=0

Υ(i− n)
(54)

whose mid equation is straightforward to check due to the

construction of F, and whose rightmost side is identical to

the Equation (51). Thus, combining the last equation with (52)

leads to Equation (23).
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